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also included with the collection are
songs and music videos from other
jackson albums and projects. the
collection includes everything from
the “history” era, xscape, invincible,
dangerous, 1991 usa tour, michael
jackson’s vision. this collection also
includes a host of soundtrack albums.
when will the full list of michael
jackson bad mastered for itunes
itunes plus aac m4a come out, and
the final names of the albums and
songs included? are we going to get
them in the order they were released
in the form of album albums or single
albums? is it possible for us to
download all the songs and music
videos from the collection and enjoy
them anywhere we want? it is so
important for us to get this done,
because for years michael jackson
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fans have been begging apple, the
record company and even michael
himself for a way to keep “his” music
on itunes. however, if we only get
single songs from his albums, we will
be missing out on everything from the
amazing music videos to all the other
bonus items from his great “heyday”
albums including “history”, xscape,
dangerous, and even the –the “vision”
–and others. we do have michael
jackson bad mastered for itunes
itunes plus aac m4a on the way, and
we have created a private beta for
those of you who want to download
what we have been given access to.
we will also be able to release more
information in the future, on all the
albums and songs and music videos
included in the entire collection.
special hi-res and 5.1 surround sound
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versions of the albums, coupled with
new arrangements by kenneth
"babyface" edmonds and trudy lynn of
bad's signature tracks, are all
available now as part of a 30th
anniversary reissue, remastered by
jimmy douglass, with new bonus
material included.

Michael Jackson Bad Mastered For ITunes ITunes
Plus AAC M4A

this is the second michael jackson
album ever released by cbs records
(the first album was 1978's off the

wall). thriller became the best-selling
album in history, and was followed by

nine more multi-platinum album
releases, one film, and several more
world tours. michael jackson's music

has become the music of a lifetime. by
the age of 24 he had completed the
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first of the multi-platinum albums that
would characterise the first decade of

his career. by the age of 40 he was
nominated for a total of 69 grammy

awards, and won a total of 19. he was
the first artist to have every album he
released ranked in the us billboard top
40 for more than 40 weeks in a row.
by the time he died from a fatal drug
overdose in 2009 he had recorded 33

albums, and sold more than
250million records, with only the

beatles coming anywhere near to his
record. after the early multi-platinum
success in the late 1970's, michael

jackson's work was in decline. in the
late 1980's he would release another
5 albums (one of which was a reissue

of the previous album), including
three of which were rushed and

rushed back down from top sellers to
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sell more copies. he would win only
the 1993 grammy award for best

spoken word album for his self-titled
record. almost all of michael's last
albums were of, at best, moderate
success and of steadily declining

quality. his record company sony/epic
records terminated the contract with
michael on september 30th, 2009. on

his death in 2009, michael's back-
catalogue catalogue was owned by

sony music, who in turn has re-
released most of these in double

albums called 'the ultimate collection'.
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